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WPA and WPA2 PSK Passwords are stored in the Windows registry. In the NT4
or Windows 2000, the key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\
Control\SecurityProviders\WPA < HardwareName >\EncryptionMode\ is used

to store the hash of the password. If the value of this key is 0x80000003,
then the Hash is stored in ProvReEncryption mode, otherwise, it is stored in

Provider mode. In the Windows XP,
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Wi-Fi\KeyStorage. If the value is
0x80000003, then the Hash is stored in ProvReEncryption mode, otherwise, it
is stored in Provider mode. If you have never used a password cracker before
and want to learn how it works and how to use one, this article will help you.

We will be cracking various Passwords and reporting the results along the
way and also explain the theory behind password cracking. We will be using
an offline tool to crack the Passwords. The simple way to create your own
offline password cracker is to use the Password Cracker website . You can

also use a password cracker generator at Password Cracker Generator.
However, the main question is where to store the crackable Passwords? Can

we use the same system to store Passwords for our Email, Facebook and
others? The answer is yes. There are already lots of tools for cracking

Passwords from all the popular websites like Password-Cracker to Password-
Crack , Pwdshare and Create-a-Cracker . We will just be using the Password-

Cracker website for cracking Passwords but its over 9000 and so there is
plenty of alternatives.
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OmniCrack is a brute-
force cracker for

Windows XP. It uses
WPA and WPA2 PSK
Passwords by means
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of a brute-force
algorithm. Using the

Reaver Project, it
takes advantage of

the fact that WPA and
WPA2 support an IEEE

802.11i standard,
which uses a 40-bit

long Message
Integrity Check. This
standard provides an
additional AES-CCMP
authentication mode
for WPA that is widely
used, therefore, this

standard can be used
in a brute-force attack

on Passwords.
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OmniCrack is
available for free. It
was started by John

Viega and codified by
the developer of
Wireshark, Mark

Erwin. It is easy to
use. It is open-source
and the code of the

project is also
available. OomniCrack
does not use a CPU in
the brute-force attack.
Instead, it uses a GPU

that is specially
designed for cracking
such passwords and is
much more efficient
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than the CPU based
cracking tool. It could
be installed on an off-
the-shelf GPU card or
it can be installed on
the host PC. WPA and
WPA2 PSK Passwords
(Protected WPA and
Protected WPA2) are

protected by an
encryption process.

This process includes
a series of encryption

algorithms to
generate a Password.

Each algorithm will
produce a specific

hash value of
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Password. The
algorithms are called

the Entropy
Processing functions

(or the Entropy
Functions). Using a

brute-force algorithm
that tries all the

combinations (6-8
characters, with and

without special
characters), the
attacker tries to

discover the algorithm
used. Then, using the
hashed Password, the

attacker will try to
discover the
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password. OmniCrack
is useful for a brute-
force attack with an

off-the-shelf GPU card.
It uses the dword

multiplications
function to try all the

possible
combinations. A

powerful GPU cards
are well suited for this

type of calculation.
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